2011 jetta

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. See Sheehy Ford of Warrenton for details. This vehicle is non-transferable to other
Sheehy Locations. Call and ask for Brad or Mike to find out more about this car. Auto Provider
also has many financing options to choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about
your auto financing needs and we will provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash price or
with approved credit. Price is subject to change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM With
over a decade of experience providing customers with awesome deals on great vehicles, the
Team at Georgia Import Auto continues to perform everyday based on the simple, solid, and
sensible fundamentals of selling good vehicles to good people in a respectful and transparent
manner. High resolution pictures and more inventory can be found on our website Personal
Funds prices are listed. We are excited to offer this Volkswagen Jetta Sedan. This great
opportunity is located at the largest Ford store in the area, Rivertown Ford. Just pull into the lot
of trucks and Pre-Owned units are right upfront. This Volkswagen Jetta Sedan has great
acceleration and wonderful styling without sacrificing exceptional fuel economy. It's not often
you find just the vehicle you are looking for AND with low mileage. This is your chance to take
home a gently used and barely driven Volkswagen Jetta Sedan. Previously, price kept it just out
of reach of potential buyers of the competition, but with an attractive redesign, Volkswagen also
reconsidered options packaging and the Jetta's price level. Now, buyers will get a premium
German sedan at an entry-level price, with fit and finish similar to that on cars costing two and
three times as much. This model sets itself apart with good handling and braking, Affordability,
TDI fuel economy, and excellent fit and finish Our No Hassle Internet Price is to present value to
all of our customers. No Hassle Internet Pricing is achieved by polling over 20, vehicle listings
hourly. We do not artificially inflate our prices in hopes of winning a negotiation contest with
our customers! Our pricing is based on actual transactions. After doing business from Georgia
to New Hampshire to California we find this approach is by far the best for our customers.
SINCE Maximum cargo capacity Torque rpm 4, Payload 1, Lbs. Super Low Miles. Come look at
this one and you will buy it! Great condition and all service work is done with a day warranty
included. No dings are visible on this vehicle. The paint is in great shape and condition. The
front windshield is in excellent condition. The interior was well maintained and is extra clean.
The exterior was well maintained and is extra clean. This vehicle has no previous collision
damage. The engine is functioning properly and has no issues. The transmission shifts very
smoothly. The car was previously owned by a nonsmoker. The battery is in excellent condition.
The brakes are in great condition. A full-size spare is included with this vehicle. This vehicle has
been Inspected and serviced and ready to go come experience the Allen Automotive difference.
We also have a Great Service Department that can help you save thousands of dollars in the
future. Get approved Today!!! Trade-Ins Welcome! We Buy Cars! Best of all the price you see is
the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Want to see this car? Visit
the URL above and schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars are disinfected. List
prices do not include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan.
Please refer to Shift's website to view the total price and estimate your monthly payment. The
following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes, all new tires and new
battery! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 4, Station Wagon Trim 1.
Engine Type Diesel Gas 4, Hybrid 8. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 4, Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 5
cylinders 6 cylinders 2. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? Price Drop. No accidents. Know The
Deal. Close P. New Listing. Frame damage. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. This is a much nicer car than the Edmunds review gives it credit for. Sure, the had a
much richer interior, but the was both smaller and much more expensive. The "wheezy" 2. It is
not fast by any means, but it is smooth, quiet and refined, with no trouble whatsoever cruising
at 80 MPH or above. The car handles well, looks and feels more expensive than it is, and most
importantly, is smoother, quieter and more comfortable than just about anything else at its price
point. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the
past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These
charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a
rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the
engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more

about car Reliability. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you
have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Volkswagen
Jetta Change Vehicle. The Jetta sedan emerged from its redesign as something altogether more
humdrum than the compact, agile and tautly-sprung European car it had been. The cabin is
roomier and the trunk is huge, but handling fell short on agility and cornering grip. Interior
quality, formerly impeccable, was subpar. The hoary hp, 2. There are 10 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
If there is a brake fluid leak, it can reduce braking ability, increasing the risk of a crash. Read
Recall Details. The fluid seal crimp on the master cylinder may be insufficient, causing brake
fluid to leak or the cylinder to come apart. What should you do:. Affected master cylinders will
be exchanged for a new master cylinder part number , free of charge. The recall began October
30, Owners may contact Tenneco customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. If the vehicles do not meet all regulatory requirements, there could be an
increased risk of a crash, fire, or injury. Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. Modifications made
while the vehicles were in an internal evaluation period may cause the affected vehicles to not
comply with all of the applicable regulatory requirements. Volkswagen will notify owners and
repurchase the affected vehicles. The recall began November 6, Owners may contact
Volkswagen customer service at Volkswagen's number for this recall is 01D7. Removing the key
while the shift lever is in a position other than "Park" increases the risk of an unintended
vehicle rollaway that may result in personal injury or a crash. Volkswagen is recalling certain
GTI, and Golf, Beetle and Beetle Convertible, Golf SportWagen and Jetta vehicles equipped with
an automatic transmission, manual handbrake and keyless entry. A build-up of silicate on the
shift lever micro switch contacts may enable the key to be removed from the ignition when the
transmission shift lever is not in "Park. Volkswagen will notify owners, and dealers will install
an additional switch and circuit board, free of charge. The recall began November 19,
Volkswagen's number for this recall is 37M2. A loss of electrical connection to the driver's
frontal air bag will prevent the air bag from deploying in the event of a vehicle crash, increasing
the risk of injury. In the affected vehicles, debris may contaminate the air bag clock spring, a
spiral wound, flat cable that keeps the air bag powered while the steering wheel is being turned.
This contamination may tear the cable and result in a loss of electrical connection to the
driver's frontal air bag. Volkswagen will notify owners, and dealers will install a protective cover
over the steering wheel clock spring if the air bag light is off. If the airbag light is on and the
steering wheel clock spring requires replacement, dealers will install a new steering wheel clock
spring. These repairs will be performed free of charge. The recall began on January 15, The
reduced durability of the trailing arm may result in its sudden fracture, possibly causing loss of
vehicle control and increasing the risk of a crash. Volkswagen is recalling certain model year
Jetta vehicles manufactured March 1, , to November 30, , and Beetle vehicles manufactured
March 1, , to July 31, The durability of the rear trailing arms may be reduced in vehicles whose
rear trailing arms have been previously deformed, such as a result of a rear or side-rear impact
crash. Volkswagen will notify owners, and dealers will install a sheet metal inlay on the rear axle
trailing arms designed to prevent a sudden loss of control in the event of trailing arm sudden
fracture, free of charge. The recall began April 7, A failure of the timing belt may cause the
engine to shut down, potentially increasing the risk of a vehicle crash. These service
replacement parts were sold for use in model year Audi A4, Audi TT, Volkswagen Beetle, Golf,
and Volkswagen Jetta, and Volkswagen Passat. In the affected water pumps, the pulley or
sprocket that turns the timing belt may develop microfractures causing the timing belt to fail.
Gates will notify owners, and dealers will replace the water pump, free of charge. The recall
began during May Owners may contact The Gates Corporation at Show More. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. This is a much nicer car than the Edmunds
review gives it credit for. Sure, the had a much richer interior, but the was both smaller and

much more expensive. The "wheezy" 2. It is not fast by any means, but it is smooth, quiet and
refined, with no trouble whatsoever cruising at 80 MPH or above. The car handles well, looks
and feels more expensive than it is, and most importantly, is smoother, quieter and more
comfortable than just about anything else at its price point. Bought the car brand new in and the
AC went out in Great service at the dealer. In I started to notice the transmission slipping but no
error codes. Then the car shut off once at a stop light and the second time turning into a friends
driveway. I started researching the issue and found many, many and cars have this problem and
dealers seem unable to solve them because no error code goes to the computer. When I first set
eyes on this vehicle I was sold. My SEL is 4 months old now and I wanted to get a real feel for
her before writing this review. The exterior styling is much better this time around then the
previous generation. It doesn't look cute, it looks cleaner and more Audi A4 like. VW gets a plus
here. The ride is firm yet still has enough cushion to endure the NYC roads. The 2. The lay out of
the interior has good fit and finish. The materials they used are on par with a Chevy Colbalt as
cheap hard plastic. Rear seat room is more like a midsize and fits adults perfectly. Bought a new
jetta se from day one car pulling and drifting to right. Dealer said it was out of alignment and
rotated tires with only miles on car. Still drives toward right side. Took in two more times, they
said nothing they can about it. Tested another demo car same thing looks like a factory defect.
Have filed for lemon law. Buyers beware of this factory problem it will eat your tires up. Miami,
fflorida owner. I bought the car new and it currently has miles on it. Last year the fuel pump
exploded. Dealership replaced it, saying it was under warranty at miles. The warranty is 3 years,
miles, whichever comes first. Makes me think VW knew there was a potential problem with the
fuel system. This one is most irritating, because while under warranty I told the service
department how the car hesitated at initial acceleration and they responded with it was due to
the double clutching action of the transmission. We did not expect VW to be of such poor
quality. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Jetta. View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. Value at a price!! Items per page:. Write a review See all Jettas for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the Jetta. Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. View Photos. Year
Select Year Style Select Style 4dr Sedan 2. Exceptional mechanical, exterior and interior
condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear with no major
mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal wear and tear.
Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage? Are there
any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any panels in
need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts broken or
inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys do you
have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues with the
vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no obligation
offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls. Enter VIN.
Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have your
license plate? Estimated values for the Volkswagen Jetta. SE 4dr Sedan 2. See more. Did you
know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used
as a generic expression for a given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of
your Volkswagen Jetta on Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle,
such as the mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape,
you'll want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn
more. A number of factors will affect how much a Volkswagen Jetta is worth. For starters, you'll
need information such as the year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a
more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate
appraisal. The value of a Volkswagen Jetta, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage,
condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal,
where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other condition
levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad
assessment of the Volkswagen Jetta. We recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and
consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive
the Volkswagen Jetta and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the
Volkswagen Jetta is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews
and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored
cars related to the Jetta. Sign Up. Find parts and accessories , add or update your vehicle
details, and interact with other owners when you add this vehicle to Your Garage. The EPA
estimates the 2. The TDI version delivers excellent fuel economy--as high as 42 mpg on the
highway. The top-level GLI features Volkswagen's hp 2. Previously, price kept it just out of
reach of potential buyers of the competition, but with an attractive redesign, Volkswagen also

reconsidered options packaging and the Jetta's price level. Now, buyers will get a premium
German sedan at an entry-level price, with fit and finish similar to that on cars costing two and
three times as much. Model overview: Volkswagen has redesigned the popular Jetta for The
sixth-generation sedan is all new, with larger dimensions inside and out, and there's plenty to
like. This year, the Jetta is 3. That translates to lots of room for rear passengers, and it also
means the Jetta carries on with its uncharacteristically large trunk. The Jetta is offered in five
trim levels, with four different powerplants. The base model is the S, which offers a 2. SE and
SEL models are powered by a hp 2. TDI Jettas come with Volkswagen's proven 2. Finally, the
top-of-the-line Jetta GLI is powered by a turbocharged 2. To better compete with the pricing of
compacts that come from Japan, Volkswagen trimmed some items that have previously been
standard. The independent rear suspension has now been replaced with a torsion beam setup
in all but the GLI. Volkswagen simplified the options list, with 18 equipment combinations now
available. Despite the cost-savings, the new Jetta hasn't lost a step. Jetta SE adds V-Tex
leatherette seating, an armrest and pass-through for the rear seat and cruise control. SEL trims
bring inch alloy wheels, bumper-integrated halogen fog lights, chrome accents, touch-screen
navigation, Bluetooth, heated front seats, interior leather accents and a multi-function trip
computer. GLI models set the bar higher, with a soft-touch dash, aluminum interior trim, that
handy independent rear suspension for ultimate road-hugging performance as well as a host of
other niceties. Packaged convenience options for the SE add many of the premium features of
the SEL, including heated seats, a premium audio system, and Bluetooth, while a sunroof
package includes an even more robust touch-screen stereo system with a 6-disc in-dash CD
changer and SD memory card reader, plus a tinted power sunroof. The sunroof is available on
the SEL as well, as is a sport package that adds a specially tuned suspension, sport seats, and
aluminum trim on the pedals and door trim. Standard safety equipment on all Jettas includes
anti-lock brakes, driver and front passenger front and side thorax airbags, side curtain airbags,
traction and stability control and engine braking assist. Failed to get data, please try again.
Select Trim to compare Displacement 2. Automatic Trans Description Cont. Height Front Head
Room in. Data Unavailable Front Leg Room in. Data Unavailable Second Leg Room in. Data
Unavailable Third Hip Room in. Data Unavailable Third Leg Room in. Data Unavailable Third
Shoulder Room in. Summary Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. Volkswagen is recalling
certain model year Jetta vehicles manufactured March 1, , to November 30, , and Beetle vehicles
manufactured March 1, , to July 31, The durability of the rear trailing arms may be reduced in
vehicles whose rear trailing arms have been previously deformed, such as a result of a rear or
side-rear impact crash. Remedy Volkswagen will notify owners, and dealers will install a sheet
metal inlay on the rear axle trailing arms designed to prevent a sudden loss of control in the
event of trailing arm sudden fracture, free of charge. Owners will be mailed an interim
notification in November and will be mailed a second letter when remedy parts are available.
Owners may contact Volkswagen customer service at In the affected vehicles, debris may
contaminate the air bag clock spring, a spiral wound, flat cable that keeps the air bag powered
while the steering wheel is being turned. This contamination may tear the cable and result in a
loss of electrical connection to the driver's frontal air bag. Remedy The remedy for this recall is
still under development. The manufacturer has not yet provided a notification schedule. Upon
deployment of the driver's frontal air bag, excessive internal pressure may cause the inflator to
rupture. Remedy Volkswagen will notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver's frontal air
bag inflators, free of charge. Volkswagen issued an interim notification to owners on April 12,
Volkswagen owners may contact Volkswagen customer service at Audi owners may contact
Audi customer service at Volkswagen is recalling certain GTI, and Golf, Beetle and Beetle
Convertible, Golf SportWagen and Jetta vehicles equipped with an automatic transmission,
manual handbrake and keyless entry. A build-up of silicate on the shift lever micro switch
contacts may enable the key to be removed from the ignition when the transmission shift lever
is not in "Park. Remedy Volkswagen will notify owners, and dealers will install an additional
switch and circuit board, free of charge. The recall is expected to begin October 11,
Volkswagen's number for this recall is 37M2. Modifications made while the vehicles were in an
internal evaluation period may cause the affected vehicles to not comply with all of the
applicable regulatory requirements. Remedy Volkswagen will notify owners and repurchase the
affected vehicles. The recall is expected to begin on November 22, IIHS conducts vehicle tests
to determine crashworthiness â€” how well a vehicle protects its occupants in a crash. It also
rates vehicles for front crash prevention, systems that warn the driver or brake automatically to
avoid or mitigate a frontal collision. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. There was a problem completing your request.
Please try again later. Skip to main content. Showing Jetta S. Dealer Suggested Retail. Private

Party Value. Enable Javascript to select another vehicle. Color: Black. Own This Model? Add To
Your Garage. View Your Garage This model has been added to your garage. Failed to save
vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the page and try again. See your vehicle in Your Garage
Shop parts and accessories Interact with other owners View and update vehicle info. Close this
window View Garage. The size class for cars is determined by the interior passenger and cargo
volumes. The size class for trucks is defined by the gross vehicle weight rating GVWR , which is
the weight of the vehicle and its carrying capacity. EPA estimates for fuel efficiency measured
on a mile-per-gallon basis are based on laboratory tests conducted by manufacturers according
to federal regulations. This is typically measured in liters 3. I-4 and V-6 refer to the configuration
and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels.
Common configurations include front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive, four-wheel drive and
all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A unit to measure the power of engines.
One star is the lowest rating; five stars is the highest. More stars equal safer cars. No info
means this data may exist but was not provided. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS
conducts vehicle tests to determine crashworthiness â€” how well a vehicle protects its
occupants in a crash. The vehicles that perform best in the tests qualify for Top Safety Pick,
which has been awarded since the model year. Error loading details for this Vehicle, please try
again later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as "Ram". To add Ram trucks for and beyond:
Select the vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as
"Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and beyond: Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in
the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is
known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler JK", based on the
previous-generation vehicle, continues to be sold alongside it. Year: Select Year Error loading
the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. About This Vehicle. Model strengths:
Affordability; excellent fit and finish; good handling and braking; TDI fuel economy Model
changes: The Volkswagen Jetta has been completely redesigned for Now in its sixth generation,
the compact sedan is a diverging from its Golf sister, with a lengthened wheelbase, unique
styling and revised mechanicals. Data Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Please try your
search again later. Headlights have gone out, I have replaced the bulb and pulled out all the
fuses. Has anyone else had this problem and if so how did you fix it? Did you mean you
checked all of the fuses vs pulling them out? Find the fuse box and it should have labels for
each of the fuses and check the fuse that is labeled headlights. If you have a 12 volt test light
check for power across both sides of the fuse. If you have power there go to the headlight wires
and check fâ€¦ see more Did you mean you checked all of the fuses vs pulling them out? If you
have power there go to the headlight wires and check for power there. If power at the fuse but
not at the headlights then it could be the headlight switch. You can use the test light to check
for power going into and out of the switch. By Rick Brown on April 5, Failed to get answers.
Collapse all answers. Does anyone have low oil pressure after starting for about 3 min? Pablo,
need more info; what type and viscosity oil are you using? I had a VW a while back that the oil
pressure would drop and warning buzzer would sound once the engine warmed up due to the
oil being too thin; I was running weight oil, which is too thin for the oil pump to handle. If you
aren't using ; giâ€¦ see more Pablo, need more info; what type and viscosity oil are you using? If
you aren't using ; give it a try- it fixed my problem By Tom on February 12, Failed to get
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Bought my Jetta brand new from a VW dealership!! Boy have I had the same
problems it seems as everyone else has with their Jettas!! The day I drove my Jetta off the lot
back in i noticed my car pulled to the right- took it in to the dealership and after 4 attempts to
have it fixed, they finally told me that the front end of my vehicle was incorrectly made! About a
year later I noticed that when I went to try and then my car off the key was sticking in the on
position in the ignition- forcing me to attempt to shut my vehicle off several times before it
would actually turn off! After two years of that, one day my vehicle would not turn off! I couldn't
get the key yet again to turn back to the off position! After 6 hours of trying, my husband and I
gave up. Called VW towing assistance and they told me they were unable to come out and
assist me because my car wouldn't turn off, therefore it was a hazard and they would be unable
to tow! My husband finally pulled the fuel fuse and once the vehicle was off, I had it towed! A
month after that my battery was dead, replaced the battery! Two weeks after the battery was
replaced my indash radio that came with the car stock suddenly stopped working, and has not
turned on since! Shortly after that, my cruise control quit working! Followed by the horn
randomly not working when locking the vehicle! I have no clue as to why all of these things

seem to happen with this year make and model! Hoping for a stereo recall!! My Jetta has been
through , hard miles and has not given me a single issue. I do all services myself and have not
ever had a areason to take it to the dealer. I absolutely love the quality and how fun it is to drive.
The 2. I would definetly recommend this car or any Volkswagen product to someone looking for
a headache free, quality, and fun to drive car. Images in this review. Had to fix a few minor
things with The car runs great. Had to fix a few minor things with engine. The big thing is that
I've just had too many issues come up with random things. For instance one day the radio
stopped working so I got it checked and it was blown out. So I had to get a new one. The sun
roof wasn't working properly. It opens and closes really slow and loud. Never fixed this. The
cruise control stopped working. I never fixed it. Now just the other day the horn and alarm
stopped working. Just something else I have to fix. Also the back wheels of the Jetta cannot be
aligned because they are in a fixed position. This makes it hard to get a good alignment on your
car hence causing uneven tire wear. This will be the last time I get a VW. Think I am going back
to Honda Civic. That car was a beast. Had over k and it ran like a champ. My Jetta has 95k and
so many problems. One person found this helpful. My complaint has more to do with vw
corporate than with my Jetta. The high-pressure fuel pump went out just after the warranty. Fuel
pump should last longer than 40k mi. And then VW sends a notice that the warranty for the fuel
pump has been extended retroactively. Was I happy! Sent all my documentation in, then they
denied my claim saying that part wasn't covered. Nothing like offering money back only to give
you a smack in the face. The freon had leaked out Ya SURE that schrader valve's not leaking?
But I love the way my diesel drives on the highway and especially when on mountain roads. The
check engine light is perpetually on. It comes on if it doesn't like the way the gas cap is seated,
if the throttle body wants cleaning, if a speaker blows out. Sometimes I wonder if it thinks
turning on that light is just festive. It had a MAPS sensor error requiring a software update from
the dealer, so the car went into limp mode and would barely move. The cruise control is on the
same arm as the turn signal, and if you bump this arm slightly when attempting to use cruise, it
activates the turn signal just long enough to make the person behind you wonder where exactly
you think you're going. The good: Car performed well in several areas. Fuel mileage was exactly
as advertised along with driving performance and handling. Accident avoidance was excellent
including braking functions. Car felt solid in turns and typical highway maneuvers. The not so
good: Electrical system was very poor and discharged the battery continually. Road noise was
exceptionally loud. Layout of controls and intuitive functionality was poor. Electronics was
horrible. Radio tuning and usage was very difficult with the radio finally failing completely. The
final not so good item had to do with the materials used for the seats and the engineering of the
seats. The material in the driver seat split and had to be replaced at 25k miles. After
replacement, the same seat split again just after warranty expiration 37k miles. Sounds amazing
with no restriction. Right now I get 36 mpg in city- which the way I drive is surprising to get even
that good. Highly suggest. With a few modifications, maybe even a stage two tune you could
easily get hp. See all reviews. Photos Interactive Previous page. Next page. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Transmission The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels.
Seating The number of people the car will hold. Horsepower A unit to measure the power of
engines. Customer Ratings. Passenger Capacity. Gasoline Fuel. Safety Rating. Not Rated.
Battery Range. Want to compare a different vehicle? Change Vehicle. Front Wheel Drive. Power
Steering Adjustable Steering Wheel. Variable Speed Intermittent Wipers. Steel Wheels Optional
Aluminum Wheels. Daytime Running Lights. Power Windows. Power Outlet Rear Defrost. EPA
Classification. Fuel Tank Capacity. Number of Passenger Doors. Battery Range mi. Steering
Type. Gas I4. Electronic Fuel Injection. Trans Description Cont. Suspension Type - Front.
Suspension Type - Front Cont. Suspension Type - Rear. Suspension Type - Rear Cont.
Maximum Alternator Capacity amps. Brake ABS System. Disc - Front Yes or No. Disc - Rear Yes
or No. Min Ground Clearance in. Rear Door Type. Wheelbase in. Body Length Default Value ft.
Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size. Front Wheel Description Cont. Rear Bolt Pattern. Rear Tire
Size. Rear Wheel Description Cont. Spare Bolt Pattern. Spare Tire Size. Front Hip Room in. Front
Leg Room in. Front Shoulder Room in. Seco
2006 pontiac touring
stihl hl100k parts diagram
1969 camaro horn
nd Head Room in. Second Hip Room in. Second Leg Room in. Second Shoulder Room in. Third
Head Room in. Third Hip Room in. Third Leg Room in. Third Shoulder Room in. Overall Rating.
Overall Frontal Crash Barrier Rating. Overall Side Crash Rating. Side Barrier Rating. Risk of

Rollover. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

